ODP VISUAL CORE DESCRIPTION
SEDIMENTS / SEDIMENTARY ROCKS
SECTION DESCRIPTION

LEG | SUB | SITE | HOLE | CORE | TYPE | SEC
---|-----|------|------|------|------|-----
103 | GGA | 1201 | 2251 | 400  | 1    |

PIECE #  | GRAPHIC REPRESENTATION | SAMPLES | DRILLING DEFORMATION | STRUCTURES | COLOR |
---------|------------------------|---------|----------------------|------------|-------|
0        |                        |         |                      |            |       |
100       |                        |         |                      |            |       |
200       |                        |         |                      |            |       |
300       |                        |         |                      |            |       |
400       |                        |         |                      |            |       |
500       |                        |         |                      |            |       |
600       |                        |         |                      |            |       |
700       |                        |         |                      |            |       |
800       |                        |         |                      |            |       |
900       |                        |         |                      |            |       |
1000      |                        |         |                      |            |       |
1100      |                        |         |                      |            |       |
1200      |                        |         |                      |            |       |
1300      |                        |         |                      |            |       |
1400      |                        |         |                      |            |       |
1500      |                        |         |                      |            |       |

10YR5/3 Band, 1 mm thick

Flerov flysch laminated reddish brown chertstone
A few black, ma-ox ooids

Yellowish (10YR 5/3) bands, mostly unlithified.